Ontogeny of central rhythm generation in chicks and rodents.
Recent studies help in understanding how the basic organization of brainstem neuronal circuits along the anterior-posterior (AP) axis is set by the Hox-dependent segmentation of the neural tube in vertebrate embryos. Neonatal respiratory abnormalities in Krox20(-/-), Hoxa1(-/-) and kreisler mutant mice indicate the vital role of a para-facial (Krox20-dependent, rhombomere 4-derived) respiratory group, that is distinct from the more caudal rhythm generator called Pre-Bötzinger complex. Embryological studies in the chick suggest homology and conservation of this Krox20-dependent induction of parafacial rhythms in birds and mammals. Calcium imaging in embryo indicate that rhythm generators may derive from different cell lineages within rhombomeres. In mice, the Pre-Bötzinger complex is found to be distinct from oscillators producing the earliest neuronal activity, a primordial low-frequency rhythm. In contrast, in chicks, maturation of the parafacial generator is tightly linked to the evolution of this primordial rhythm. It seems therefore that ontogeny of brainstem rhythm generation involves conserved processes specifying distinct AP domains in the neural tube, followed by diverse, lineage-specific regulations allowing the emergence of organized rhythm generators at a given AP level.